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Dependence of the visual response estimated by the masking technique
on the stimulus temporal luminance gradient･
Ⅱ. Effects of the background luminance and direct comparison of the effects
between the temporal luminance gradient and the luminance
TAKIURA Tl皿1,lTKI (清浦孝之) 1
(mroshima Shudo Uru'uersit.y)
Nllatsmmlra (1976日977) W,as meaS,-d the maskillg CuVe aS a I･e･Ord ｡f ttlロー- ･･｡-e (血lle
pSy(･ILOl)JlySICaLLv-csti-tcJ translCnt Visual resporlSe･ He found that the Peaks, of the -ve I'aJLs and the
peak position is delayed with the m"ease of the rise or decay time of the mask orrelatively larger diameter
a-ld lligh研Iumina-1cc, deperlLli,lg On the mask luminance polarity･ In the preeedingト,aPer (Tak-lira,
2002). wc investigated the e臨ts or tlle rise and decay time of the fi(WCal stimlll-,s with var-able diamctt'r
and lum正mce upon the Lil.ilPe 《血he.-sking curve･ Tnt-esulls c｡nf'Jrmed the I-.,ldi-,LrS Obtaimd ～,,,
MatsllmLlra W.111品0両r list, or de.･こIy times ol- the Whoie･ Witll tlle一読(,r (lel･ay time flS long as 250 or
400 mcc, we aL.'o have l'"wl the disappeara-e of the transient overshoots or the -rve･ In the T"eSent
stud侶Lt fiirst. we 01-1ained the resu一t fJ.at the ir-dt,Pelldemc oL. the basic (hra(･ter-sti(･自Or tll(. milSkillg
eLlrVe L'Or the rampell ･iti.nulus from the adapt.ng lumi一一ance･ This result {相I bc undcrLitt,｡d ln terms Of the
temT,(,TとLJ resl,.mSe (･ha.･acteristit･,s of the magnocc11品r and parvocellular visual su上,S-証一一,S･ Ne･tt･ wc
r甲血(1 t品目h-1--le∫ L,同Iarlge Of宜e shape l,川ュe ,llaSki-1g (･-,e With血1-1mi一一-I(, (､lla-lge d椎rs
｡ualitativeLy L'r…n tha† with tlle Change of the temporal luminance gradient･ We also L'ound･ however･ that
(llerくらs high r｡bl.StneSS f'oI･ the transient overshoots of the I-Skirlg el,rVC I,(,tlT I., ll-e nlとIgmtmle ｡f
lllmi-laTlrtL de`､reilSe ilild to the de(-reilSe Of the temporal lllminamc gradient with tlle de{･reme血al mask･
The idea ofi the I)Sy{hophyS正しI record of the neuropJlySIOloglCal respoT-Se ln t(,rmS ｡li the mashing
eurve wと⊥S J.S(･llSSCd - the lmSis of the rmdings on the visllal temporal sllmmation･ We (､(-,lllded that it
's rcamilahle to consider the maskJng {･u.Ve tO be a good approximation ol宜le trallSienローeur｡rlal resporlSe
at ul(,1℃tiIla.
Key words: incre-nt. dccre-nt. mashing, rise or decay times･
Introduction
ln the neurophysiologl｡al study ortemporal vision, the stimulus variable of rise or decay time,
(,I the temporal lulnillanCe gradie叫has been paid less attelltion thall the other Variables sl,Ch as
luminarlCe Or COntraSt. With care請I search, however, one can鯖nd reports oll tlle e範cts of the
response wavefom upon the ERG of the man and animals (e･g･ Bomschein, 1961, 1962a, 1962bi
Bomschein 皮 Cunkel, 1956; Bomschein 皮 Schube申1953), upon the resporlSeS Or the retinal
gallgli｡,I 1,011s of the cat (Bornscheirl, 1962a, Enroth-Cugell, 1961, 1963日Ieggelund, Karlsem
I i Departme-血,∫ Hl.man SeiemeS, FilCllltv of Humanities and Hu-A SrJiemeSr HlrOShima SILlld｡ Uni,,ersity･
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Flugsmd 堤 Nordtug言989), and upon the human VECP (Cly-leS, Koh,l 氏 Lif●shitz工964, Sato.
198_3)･ These studies shows that visual responses are decreased in amplitude and i-Teased in
一atency with the increase of stimulus rise or decay tlme･
lIl the psychophySICal study, too, the e鵬cts of the rise or decay time of the stiml⊥lus have
been less investigated･ And most of such studies were restricted to the d耀rence threshold (e･g･
Bergen a Wilson, 1985; Breitmeyer/a Julesz, 1975; Stromeyer. Zeevi a KIein, 1979) or to the
reaction time (Tolhurst, 1 975). But with these psychophysicaT indices, only one aspect Ofthe visual
response such as the amplitude or latency has beell mai,lly invcstlgated･ So in these
psychophysical studies, d舶ring flom the neurophysiologlCal studies, the cha.lge il, the time
course of the response with the change of the tempora一 gradient or the luminance or contrast
canT10t be explored･
Matsumura (1976, 1977)卸st investigated the change of the temporal course of the
supraliminal visual response with the change of the stimulus temporal luminance gradient by the
masking techllique･ The mashing technique, the method of mashing of light by light, has been
･thought to be a psychophysical method ror recording the transient response at the relatively
peripheral stage in the visual system (Boynton, 1972; Hood, 1998)･ In this method. the detection
thresholds fb∫ the brief probe pJse are measured at variable delays relative t｡ the momellt Or the
luminance change introduced by the stimulus called mask or mashing stimulus presellted o†l the
adaptlng background･ The probe and the mask are usually spatially unifbrm and circular disks
and spatially concentrically presented･ The obtailled thresholds are plotted in logarithmic fbrm as
a function of the temporal delay, which is referred to as the mashing curve･ With the mask of
abrupt onset or o鵬eL the probe threshold begins to rise about 100 msec befbre the presentation
of the mask, and reaches its peak at and near the time of the luminance change caused by the
presentation of the mask to form the transient overshoot･ After the moment ofl the luminaIICe
change. the threshold falls rapidly at first and then gradually to reach an asymptotic level･ The
mashing cuⅣe is believed to evaluate sensitivlty Changes in the visual system i,ltrOduced by the
stimulus presented on the adaptmg background, and can be thought to be the trace of the
resporlSe Of the earlier stages of the light or dark adaptation mechanism to the change ill the
ambient illuminatioll level or to be the indirect record of the response wavefbrm of the on- or the
o鱒二channels.
In the precedillg paper (Takiura, 2002)言he experiment conducted by Matsumura (1976,
1977) was replicated with variable diameter and luminaIICe Or the mask to show the generality of
his results. That is言t was shown that the prolongation of the rise or decay time of the Visual
stim山s causes both the decrease in the magnitude of the visual responses and the slowlng Of the
temporal course of the response･ This means that the decrease occurs in the transient responsibility
of the visual system to the gradual temporal luminance change･ The role of the mechanisms
producing the transient responses at the onset or the o鵬et of the visual stimulus is thought to be
the detection of and the emphasis on the temporal luminance change･ If so, such mechanisms may
respond to the gradual change in luminance in the manner depending upon the rate of the
luminance change to encode the temporal smctme of the visual stimulus･ The decrease in the
magnitude of the threshold overshoot with the decrease in the rate Of the luminance change is
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smaller fbr the decremental mask than fbr the incremelltal ｡lle･ This suggests that the time
constants are longer fb∫ the mechanism sensitive to the lumillaIICe decreme申or fbr the o肝
channel, than for the mechanism sensitive to the luminame increment, Or for the on-chamel,
which is consistent with the result of the neurophysiologlCal stl-dy on the response of the retinal
ganglion cells of the cat (Fischer. Krause 皮 May言972)i
As ou previous study (Takiura. 2002), the present study obtained mashing functions for the
luminance increment or decreme.lt With ramped temporal edge ir- order to contim our
knowledge on the e鵬cts of the rate of the stimulus luminaIICe Change on the visual responses
which are psychophysically-estimated as the mashing curve, At鉦st, masking請ICtions with
moderately light-adapted retilla Were Obtained to co1品rm the results of Matsumura (1976工977)
With higher adapting background luminanee･ Next･ also uslng the mashing technique, we
compared the e胱cts of the change o白he temporal luminance gradient with those of the challge
of the luminance to investigate Whether these two stimulus variables a鵬ct the same mechanism
I
Df temporal vision or not･
EXPERIMENT 1: Effects of the adapting background luminance
Matsumura (1976, 1977) iIIVeStigated the visual responses estimated as the mashing cu…e
employlng the adaptlng background as high as 624膏140. or 1844 td in illuminance･ Takiura
(1996a) reponed that, with the stimulus of enough size言he successive contrast sensitivity
expressed in te-s of Weber触ction is almost constant fbr any temporal luminance gradient
regardless of the adapting background luminance in the photopIC range･ This suggests that at
theshold the response amplitude is almost proportional to the adaptation level of the retina･
It is not clear, however, how the dependency of the visual responses on the suprathreshold
temporal luminance gradient is changed with the background luminance level･ The purpose of
this experiment is to explore how the visual response to the supraliminal stimJus of va甲ng
temporal luminance gradient is a鵬cted by the luminance of the adapting background･
Methods
Obserz)erg
Two unde町aduate students. IM and TT, aged 23 and 25 years膏om Tohoku Universlty
seⅣed as obseⅣers. Both or them had coHected-to-nomal visual aculty･
Apparatus and stimuli
The optical system was the same as that used in Takiura (2002)i Two channels of the
fop-channel Maxwellian-view optlCal system were used for stimulus presentation･ The flrSt
channel was used fbr presentation of the adaptlng background and the mask, and the second one
for the probe. The light souce of each channel was a glow-modulator tube (Sylvania, Rl131C),
which was constantly operated at 25mA and was always provided with the quleSCent Current Of
about 10 FLA to keep the gas in the tubes ionized and to avoid onset I.tter･ The outputs of both
tubes were constandy monitored by photomultipliers (Hamamatsu Photonics, 931A) and an
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0scilloscope (Kikusui Electronics, COS5021)･ Luminance calibration of the optical system was
made by the method of Boynton (1966) using the luminance meter (Toshiba, BM-2)･
The adapting background consisted of a廿aill Of light pulses, each of which was of coIISta,lt
duration of O･055 msec･ The luminance increment or decrement of the adapting background,
which is re缶rred to as the mask, was generated by pulse denslty modulation uslng the voltage-
to一能quency converter (NF Corpo血ion, FC-1 13) in order to make the color change of the output
of the tube as small as possible･ The linear ramp-like voltage wave form Eel into the input of the
voltage-10-品equellCy COnVener Was generated by the laboratory一made integratlng Circuit lJSl,lg the
op-amp (National Semiconductor, LM301A)･ The rise or decay time of the ramp was 0, 70, 1 60,
250, or 400 msec･ Si'ICe the output of the tube remained almost unchanged in color ollly below
the請quency as low as several kilohenz, We must have撮ed the absolute illllmina.lee Of the mask
at 100 td alld have set the background illuminance in somewhat limited range: 30, 100, or 800
td for the presentation of the incremental luminance mask, and 110, 435, or 800 td for the
I
decremental mask･ With the incremental mask, the carrier pulse frequency was 200 Hz for the
adaptlng background of 30 and 100 td, and was 700 Hz for the background of 800 td･ It was
set at 870 Hz fb∫ the presentation of the decremental mask･ The diameter of the adaptlng
background and of the mask was l･72 deg･ No s-ound was presented･
The probe pulse subtending O･43 dog was presented by directly Impressing the glow
modulator tube with the rectangular electrical pulse oE 2 msec in duration･ The probe and the
mask were opt'cally superposed concentrically and were presented together at a glVen delay
interval determined according to a randomization schedule･ The sequence of the probe-mask was
repeated every 8 see to avoid the caryOVer e胱ct of light adaptation･ Timing control of the
stimulus presentation was made by the electronic stimJator (Nihon Kohden, SEN-6100) with the
pulse generator units (Nihon Kohden, EP-601J)･ ObseⅣation of the stimulus was done with fbveal
VISIOn.
Hocedure
The experimental procedure was the same as that in Takiura (2002) except that the
illuminance of the adapting background was changed instead of the mask illuminance･
ObseⅣers were seated in a lightproof, Ventilated room and stabilized the position of their
heads by a head holder and a chin rest with the biting board ana,lgement･ Befbre the
measurements, they dark-adapted for 15 min I.rst, and then light-adapted to the steady adaptmg
background for 5 min･ Observers I.Xated the stimuli foveally with his dominant eye through the
an誼cial pupil or 2 mm in diameter･ The central徹ation was secured by employing a me
cross-hair reticle across the adaptlng back訂Ound･
In the experimental session㍉est was done with only one rise or decay tlme With either of the
two luminance polarities of the mask with one adaptlng background luminance･ Within a session,
the temporal delay of the probe was tested in a randomized order･ The session for one stimulus
combination was repeated three times on a separate day, though only two sessions were run per
decay tlme for IM･ Sessions with different temporal gradient were randomly lntermixed･ After the
whole data were gathered with one stimJus diameter, measurements were done with the other
diameter for each obseⅣer･ In each session, 2-4 thresholds were collected consecutively at each
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delay lnte…al by the method of adjustment･ Tl,C ｡bseⅣer adjusted the rotatioll allgle of the
circular neutral density Wedge driven by a steppIIlg motor in Order to set the lumillanCe Or the
probe at threshold･ AHer each threshold determination･ the wedge was c,hanged in rotation angle
by variable amount by the experimenter tO decrease llndesirable correlatioI- between consecutive
thresholds. Since the measurements were run over a lollg period of tinle両le ObseⅣers took rests
as they wanted to do so durlrlg eadl SeSSi0--･
Results
The results are presented in Figure 1 and in Figure 2 for the inc,remental masks and for the
decremental ones吉eSPeCtively. In thes0時ures㍉lle log threshold illumina,lee Of the probe is
･ …　omsec : ÷　160msec:こ　400msec
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Figure I･ Mashing l.urves f'or tJle prolonged imreme-ltal mask with ∀ar-able adapting haek伊Ound
illuminancei The parameter ｡f the ellrVe is the rise tinle O白lle nlaSk･ Each panel sh｡WTs
results fr.m different observer. The L'amiLv of the ctlrVe With one illumimme oLl the
adaptlng background is s冊ed along tlle ｡rdi-late -∩ a宣･1,itrary log units･ In each pmeL
the top tamilv or th=-mve shows dma with the adapt.ng background of 800 td同le
middle family with the background of 100 td･ and the bouom ramiJv with the
back伊Ound of 30 1d in illl,minance･ The mask was 100 td and l･72 °eg in diameter･
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F･i･tLr`･ i)I Mashing cllrVeS for the prolonged decremental mask with variab一e adapt･ng background
I
illlmlinanee･ The parameter of the cu…e is the decay t-me of the mask･ Each panel shows
results from different observer･ The family or the curve with one illuminan" of the
adapt,ng background is shine,A along the ordinate in arbitrary log units･ In eaL･h paneI･
the top hmily of the cmve shows data with the adapt-ng ba.kgrollr-d ｡f 800 td言he
middLe family with the background of 435 td, and the bottom famiJv with the
ba｡kground ot 110 td in illuminance･ The mask was -100 td and l･72 dog in diameter･
plotted as a fumtion of the probe delay ln reference to the temporal pomt at Which the mask was
presented･ Negative values of the delay indicate that the probe was presented b訪re the presence
of the mask･ The parameter of the graph is the rise time for Figure 1 or the decay t.me for Figure
2. For the incremental mask, the data血om each obseⅣer except the lowest lumillanCe Of the
adaptlng background are shined upwards in arbitrary log units for graphical clarlty･ No shin of
the data was made for the decremental mask.
The higher the luminance of the adapting background, the smaller the overshoot of the curve
lS, but the faster the temporal course of the curve is･ As the luminance of the 'background
increases, the sustained portion of the masking curve becomes less distinct and the whole curve
tends to be more transient, which may be pamy due to the relatively lower mask luminance･ The
essential characteristics of the mashing cmve of TT are, however, not in肌enced by the
adaptation level of the retina･ That is, the overshoot can be easily noticed in the mashing cuⅣe
with rise time as long as 250 msec or less irrespectively of the background luminance･ With the
luminance incremental mask, the temporal position of the peak of the threshold overshoot is 0-
5, 20-30, 40-50, and 70-80 msec for the rise time of 0, 70, 160, and 250 msec, respectively･ The
temporal spread of the overshoot tends to increase with the prolongation of the rise time･ With the
rise time as long as 400 msec, the threshold overshoot is lost･ The peak positioIIS Of the overshoot
are almost unchanged in comparison with the results of Takiura (2002) for this ol"eIVer･ For IM,
the change of the mashing cuⅣe with the change of the rise time and of the adapting luminance
is comparable with those for TT, though the threshold overshoot in the graph with rise time of 250
msec clearly appears at 30 td of the adapting illuminance whereas it is lost at higher illuminance･
With the decrementd mask, One can see that the change of the probe threshold decreases
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in magnitude and increases in rapidity of the temporal -rsc with the increase in the illumina-e
-of the adaptlng backgroundl though the data was obtained from only one observer･ Nevertheless.
he distinct overshoot appears in the (･､⊥…es with the decay tlme at a,ld below 250 msec･ The peak
of the overshoot tends to be located at longer delay as the decay time of the mask im,Teases, it is
at about 20-30, 30-40, and about 50 msec For the de.,ay time of` 0-70, 160･ and 250 msec,
respectively･ These peak positi{ms are a little delayed ill00nlparis｡II Witll those in the reslIlt ｡f
Matsumura (1976), probably becallSe ｡f the lower lumi,la,-Ce Of the mask in the prcsel､t
expeTiment･ The extent of the change in the peak position of the tr"cshold overshoot is far smaller
for the decremental mask than for the in"mental onc･ With the decay tlme aS long as 400 msec,I
there is littlemr no rapid transient change in the probe threshold･
No shift of the peak of the ovcI･Shoot occurs with the change in the adaptlng background
illuminance, which may be attributed to the levels of the backgrourld in the limited range of the
moderate illuminance･ In the present experimellt再Or the magllltl,de of the threshold overshoot
I
is not so much d鵬rent between 0 msec and 70 msec of the mask decay times compared to those
in Takiura (2002)･
Discussion
For the res山S血om TT言he direct comparisol, Can be made between the data with the
incremental mask and those with the decrementaI ｡I-e at the adaptation level of 800 td･ The data
with the incremental mask presented on the 110 td adaptlng background can be directly
compared with the data with the decremental mask on the background of 100 td in illumillanCe･
with the background of 100 td or sol the threshold overshoot is larger in magnitude fb∫ the
incremental mask than for the decremental one with all the temporal luminance gradients tested･
with the 800 td background, howcver･ the difference in the size of the threshold overshoot is
largely decreased･ Considering the weaker mask used in the present experiment in reference to the
background luminance level and the robustness or the response reHected in the threshold
overshoot請the decremental mask. it may be possible to predict that the threshold overshoot
becomes larger for the decremental mask than tor the incremental one with much the Tower mask
luminance. Some authors (Aulhorn工964; Bowem Pokorny, Smith 皮 Fowler, 1992; Boynton,
Ikeda a Stiles, 1964; DeMarco. Smith a Pokomy, 1994･, Krauskopf, 1980i Maruyama･ 1976i
patel 皮 Jones工968; Sho申1966) reponed the result that at threshold the luminance decrement
is detectable more easily than the luminance increment, which supports this ideal but others did
not (Herrick, 1956i Fiashbass, 1970i Routs, 1974i van de† Wildt 堤 Rijsdijk, 1979; Vos工.azet a
Bouman, 1956)〟
The dataをom the two observers with the irlCremental mask agree with each other fb∫ the
most points, but show one imponant discrepancy･ While the rise time of the mask with which the
slgniflCant threshold overshoot disappears is independent of the background illuminance for TT
it is reduced with the higher background illuminanc誼)I IM･ lf the mashing cuⅣe with the initial
overshoot or hump reHects the response of the ma糾OCellular pathway･ and if the paⅣocellular
pathway underlies the psychophysical visual response recorded as the mashing curve with no
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transient elevation, the adapting illuminance may have a胱cted no e範cts on the temporal
luminance gradient below which the visual subsystem determinmg the probe threshold is shi範d
from the magnocellular pathway to the parvocellular one for TT, whereas it might have innuenced
this transition poillt fbr IM. The results of Experiment 1 in the preceding paper (Takiura, 2002)
suggest that there are individual di鵬rences in the polnt Of transition of the mechanism inHllenClng
the probe threshold from the m/agnocellular pathway to the parvocellular pathway･ In the present
experiment言t is also suggested that this transition polnt may be inHuenced even within the same
observer by such a stimulus variable as the adapting luminance･ With the decremental mask言t
seems that the decay tlme above which the mechanism inmenclng the probe threshold is switched
かOm the magnocellular pathway to the paⅣocellular one is independent of the adapting
luminance tested, though the data were obtained血om only one. observer･
The two variables, the luminance and its temporal gradient, seem to be qualitatively similar
in pane Both the decrease of luminance in itself and of its temporal rate of change with the mal
level unchanged may cause (1) the decrease in magnitude and th; increase in the delay of the
overshoot of the mashing cⅢve, (2) the decrease in sharpness of the whole curve with the
incremental mask, (3) the increase in the temporal spread of the curve with the relative constancy
in the magnitude, and (4) the delay of the overshoot with the decremental mask･ 1n the next
experiment, the e鵬cts of these two kinds of stimulus variable on the mashing curve are directly
compared･
EXPERIMENT 2: Direct comparison of the effects of the luminance
with the effects of the temporal luminance gradient
ln Takima (2002) and Experiment 1 of the present paper言t was shown that there is
considerable generality of the results of Matsumura (1976工977) on the e範cts of the temporal
gradient of the mask Luminance upon the mashing curve･ In the present experiment, the
differences in the effect are examined between the temporal gradient of the lumindnce and the
luminance in itself under the same stimulation condition. The present experiment wds also
conducted fbr the purpose of the direct con餓mation of Matsumura's results with the masks of
larger dimension and of higher luminance･
Methods
Obseruers
Four undergraduate students, MA, TM, TS, and TT, aged 22-24 years,廿om Tohoku
Universlty Se…ed as obseⅣers･ The complete set of or the maJOr Pan of the data was taken仕om
MA, TM, and TT, and only a pa止al set of data ∬em TS･ All of them had normal or
coHeCted-to-normal visual aculty ･
Apparatus and stimuli
The optlCal system was the same as Experiment 1 ･ The adapting background was 10 dog ln
diameter, and was 485 td fbr the presentation of the incremental mask arld 2425 td f♭r the
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decremental one in retinal illuminan｡C･ The carrier pulsc train fed into the glow moduTator tube
was 200 Hz and 1000 Hz in freque-y t'or the presentations of the i-rementaT and the
decremental masks, respectively. When the eft'ects of the mask lLlminance web tested, the rise or
J
decay tlme Was fixed at 0 msec and the retinaI iLIuminame of the mask was set at 243, 485, 970,
or 1940 td･ For the test of the e範cts ｡白lle tenlp｡ral lumi-lame gradiellt Of the mask. the mask
was fixed at 1940 td in illumimme and its luminame transition time was set at 0, 80, 160. 430,
790, or 1000 msec for the incremental mask, and at (ら80. 160. 220, 360, 430, or 1000 mse｡
for the decremental mask･ The probe was a disk orIight ot'2 msec, in duration and of 1 dog ln
diameter.
Procedure
The basic experimental procedure was the same as those in Experiment 1 ･ The tests on the
e能cts of the lumiI-anCe and the rise or decay tlme Were dol-e O†l a SCparate SeSSioll･ OIle Session
included only one mask condition, m which three thresholds were (!｡nsecutively collected at each
delay lnteⅣal･ Sessions with the d鵬rent mask collditioII Were randomly lntermixed･ The session
with one mask condition was repeated three or fbl⊥r times on a separate day･ The measuremelltS
for the conditions of 0 msec rise or decay time､ Were omitted because these mask conditions are
identical with those of 1940 td illuminance for the step-like masks･
Results
Figues 3-7 illustrate the obtained data･ In each鯖糾re. the upper and the lower panel
includes the results血om the di的rent obse…er, respectively･ ln Figure 3, each curve is fbr the
di鵬rent incremental luminarlCe ｡f the step-like mask, and ill Fi糾re 4 each Curve is fbr the
di胱rent decremental luminance･ Fi糾reS 5 and 6 represent the results with the incremental and
the decremental masks with various rise or decay t-mesr respectively･ For the masks with a variety
of rise or decay tlmeS, the缶agmelltary data are showll in Figure 7･ ln Figure 6日he data except
the case with delay of 160 msec are shmed along the ordinate by O･2 or -0･2 log units, and in
Fi糾re 7 the data are shi範d downwards by 0,2 log units fbr TM･
When the luminance of the step-like incremelltal mask is decreased, the magnitude of the
overshoot of the mashing curve decreases and the trailing portion of the overshoot becomes
slightly steeper, keeplng the whole course of the curve relatively constant･ The increase in the
delay of the peak of the overshoot is hardly to be noticed witllill the luminance range or the
present experiment･ Similar results were also obtained in the previous researches (Boynton, Busll
a Epoch, 1954; Brooks, Impelman a Lum 1981: Crawford1 1947i von Wiegand, Hood a
Graham, 1995). These e範cts ofl the incremental mask lumillarl｡e are, however, qllalitatively
di範rentがOm those of the rise time of the mask. The more the rise time of the mask increases,
the smaller the magnitude of the overshoot is, the longer the delay at which the overshoot reaches
its peak is, and the slower the whole course of the curve is･ These results were also reported in
Takiura (2002) and in Experiment 1. With moderate rise times言he undulations of the curve
鮒lowlng the overshoot come to be obvious･
For TT, a rise is noticed in the curve at about 100 msec delay like the ``on-transient'', but
lrisl⊥al Re叩0--Se§ t｡ (正Stimllli w･ith llrar-able Teml)｡一･al Lllmi-lallCe Cradient･ 11　　　　　　33
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FLir-ire ･?〟 Mashing (､llrVeS l'or the prolonged i･lCremental mask with steT･-like luminance change･
The parameter o仙le ellrW is the ilillmillan(･e Of`血rllaSk･ Each pa一一el shows resJts
trom d樵rent observer･ The mask was 10 degr m d-ameter and the adapt,ng
L)とlCkgro…ld w,as 485 1(1 I一l illu,ni一-an(･e･
it seems to he different五･om those appear in the curves with shorter rise time (see Discussion)〟
With the decremelltal mask言t is clear that the two stimulus variables, the luminance and the
decay tlme, a胱ct the results in qulte a d鵬rent way･ With decreasing the mask luminance, the
shape of the overshoot does not change dramatically except the slight decrease in magnitude･
Comparable data were reponed in the previous researches (Baker工953; Baker, °oran 皮 Miller,
1959; Rinalducci言967; Takiura, Takahashi & Maruyama言994)i With the increase of the decay
time, the probe delay at which the overshoot reaches its maximum increases and the temporal
spread of the curve also increases･ It is surprlSlng that there is a clear overshoot or hump ln the
cuⅣe with the mask of decay tlme aS long as 360 msec or 430 msec･
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FlL･gure 4･ Mashing curves for tJLe Prolonged decremental mask with step-like luminance change･
The parameter of the cu…e is庇i11-inance of the maSk･ Each panel shows results
hom d礁rent observer･ The mask was 10 °eg -n diameter and the adap=lg
baek伊Ollnd was 2425 td in illuminance･
Discussion
The manner of the change of the visual response to the stimJus of variable luminance is
di胱rellt柵om that with variable temporal luminance gradient, which applies both to the
incremental and to the decremental stimuli･ Based upon the whole course of the mashing cuⅣe
with variation of the ratemr luminance change, it can be inferred that in the visual system there
are mechanisms estimatlng the temporal rate or luminance change for both the luminance
increment and decrement. With smdler rate of luminance change, such mechanisms show the
int町ative nature: the responses reach their maxima when the luminous energy added to or
subtracted from the adaptlng background is integrated to reach a constant value･ The main
change of the mashing cu…誼Ir the luminance decrease of the step-like incremental mask is the
VISual Respor-se§ tt, the SIIm111i w1両Irariable TempOl･al L-lirlanCe Cradient･ 11　　　　　　35
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IIL'gur,I 5･ Masking伽･ves for the proJonge.I i-remental mask with variable temporal luminance
graJient･ Ea･･h panel shows resLILts from din'ertmt ohservcr･ The mask was 1940 td in
illuminal,ee and 10 dog … diameterl and the adapt,nL･ background was 485 td in
illllmillallee.
magnltude decrease of the overshoot･ This suggests that the responding mechanism makes the
transient response whose amplitude varies according to the stimulus luminance･
For the Step-like lumi.larlCe decremelltal mask, however, the overshoot of the mashing cuⅣe
does I10t Change so much in magnitude with the luminaIICe Change･ Takiua, Takahashi and
Maruyama (1994) reported the robustness or the OVerSl1001 0f the probe threshold at about the
presentatioll Of the decremental step with the luminance Just above the threshold on the adapting
backgroulld of moderate photopIC luminance･ Therefbre, the main請nction of the mechanism
determimng the response fb∫ the decremelltal luminance step may be the detection of the decrease
in the stimulus luminance言hough the amount of the luminance decrease should be evaluated
probably by the same mechanis111･ lt can be speculated that the rate of luminance change is more
important than the amount of luminance change for the visual response to the lumimnce
decrement･ A similar view was given by Bomschein (1962a)･
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FlL･gurt･ (,I Mashing curves ror the prolonged decremental -sk with variable temporal
luminanCe gradient･ Each panel shows results Hom different observer･ The clHVe is
sh臨d along the Ordinate in O･2 log llnits･ The mask was -1940 td in illuminance and
lO dog in diameter. and the adaptlng background was 2425 td in illumirlame･
For most obseⅣers in the present experimen申he overshoot or the hump言hough small in
magnitude, appears in the cuⅣe with the rise or decay time Of 360 or 430 msec, In the preceding
study (Takiura, 2002) and Experiments 1, the upper limit of the rise or decay time with which
the overshoot or the hump appeared was 250 msec or shoner, which is a little shorter than that
in the present experiment･ The reaso晶)I this discrepancy may be the d鵬rence in the luminance
used between the present experiment and the previous study (Takiura, 2002) as well as
Experiment 1 , since Matsumura (1976, 1977) reponed the clear threshold overshoot with rise or
decay time as long as 200 msec using tlle mask of higher luminance as the one in the present
experiment･ In the studies on reaction times and the批ker sensitivity, using the sinusoidal grating
patterns with low spatial frequencies and of the relatively lower mean luminance as stimuli (Bergen
a wilson, 1985; Tolhurst, 1975), it was also repo･ted that the significant transient response is lost
at the rise or decay time Of 250-300 msec･ So声he ma伊10Cellular pathway might be predominant
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FLi,lLr(I 7･ Fragmenta一 data with the Prole-1geJ -remental or de{･remental mask with variable
temporal lumi一一ar-(･e gradient･ The llpper Panel shows reslllts with the incremental
mask and the low,er parlel w油the decrememal rnask･ 1Il the lower panel, the cuⅣe
is shifted along the ordinate i" 0･2 Log units･ The eXPeI･imentとll Condition is the same
as Fi糾re 8 0r Figllre lO･
ro着 the processlng Of the stimulus with the rise or decay t.me at and below about 250-400 msec,
and above this, the paⅣocellular pathway might be predominant言n spite of some dependence
on the stimulus parameters of luminance and the individual di胱rences.
What means the rising of the mashing cuⅣe appearlng at the delay of about 100 msec with
the hse time of 790 msec shown in Fi糾re 5? As stated in Results, this rlSlng resembles the
overshoot obseⅣed in the mashing cuⅣe with shoner rise time in shape･ But it will be d鵬rent
仕on such overshoot, because the signi血cant threshold overshoot disappears with the rise time of
430 msec fbr the same obseⅣer･ It seems to be unlikely that the transient response is not evoked
by the moderate rate of luminance increase but evoked by the smaller rate of luminance increase･
Notice that the mashing cu…e not only has the initial rise at about 100 msec delay but has the
trough at about 150 msec fbllowed by the second rise to approach the constant level with the rise
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time of790 msec･ So we ca喜- Speculate that the shape of this cuⅣe is detemined by the interaction
between the pathway sensitive to the increase of luminance, or the on-channel, alld the pathway
seIISitive to the decrease of luminance, or the o什channel (Fiorentini, BaumgaHner, Magnussem
Schiller & Thomas. 1990i June, 1973･, Schiller, 1992)･ With the rise time as long as 790 msec, the
on-channel respo,lds to the mask in sustained hshion, and its response magllitude monotoni(副y
increases with linear luminance hcrease. Since the on- and the o什chaIIIlels behave in re{甲rOCally
inhibitory as well as complementaIY Ways tO each other, and since the response amplitllde of the
on-chamel is I10t SO large at the temporal polnt Of 100-200 msec a血er the onset of the mask, the
inhibitioll Of the o什chanrlel to the on-channel increases due to the decrease ill illhibition o白he
on-channel to the o什channel which decreases the probe threshold at the delay of 100-150 msec･
At the delay above 150 msec, the mask luminance continues to increase to raise the amplitude
of the sustailled on-responses, and so the second rise of the cu…e occurs･ SirlCe Schiller (1982)
reported the請nctional separation in the retina and in the lateral geniculate nucleus as well as the
I
interaction in the striate conex between the on- and the o什channels fb∫ the rhesus mOIlkey, alld
since the mashing cllⅣe is thought to re∬ect the response of the retinal process (Boyntoll, 1972;
Boynton & Siegmed工962; Hood, 1998), such inter-chalmel inhibition at the retilla may be made
by the mechanism as the recIPrOCal lateral inhibition found at the lateral geniculate nucleus
(Singer 8c creutzfeldt, 1970; Singer a PhiLlips, 1974), where the on-center cells are inhibited hy
the off-center cells with overlapp.ng recent.ve field centers, and vice versa･
With moderate rise times, the undulations of the cuⅣe鮒lowlng the overshoot come t｡ lJe
obvious･ Especially, such nuctuatiorlS are COmmOn among the observers as tile Sub-peaks at about
150-180 msec of the delay with the rise time of 160 msec, which is similar to the Matsumura
(1976) 's result with the rise time of 200 msec, and the trough at the delay of abolIt 150-200 msec
with the rise time of 360 msec言hough the overshoot and the undulation disappear a言う60 msec
for TS･ The clear appearance of the sub-peaks and troughs, which was not the case with the results
of Takillra (2002) and Experimerlt ら may he attributed to the increase in the response amplitude
caused by the higher luminance mask, Or to the increase in the spatial summation with the larger
probe and mask. The sub-peaks might be me appearance of the second and the later positive (or
excitatory) lobes of the oscillatory, multiphasic response evoked by the onset of the incremental
mask due to the decrease in the amplitude of the鉦st positive lobes which masks the lbllowIIlg
lobes with shorter rise time of the lnaSk･ This speculations, however, seems to be improper,
because the temporal positioIIS Of these sub-peaks do not change systematically with the variation
of the rise time of the mask.
These later undulations obseⅣed in the mashing cuⅣe with the mask of the rise time of 160
msec and 360 msec may also be caused by the reciprocal inhibition between tlle On- and the
ofrchannels･ With the rise time of 1000 msec, the mashing cuⅣe rises monotollically, suggestlllg
that the luminance change is too slow to cause such inhibitory Interaction between the on- alld
the o什channels･ Bomschein (1962a) and Enroth-Cugell and Jones (1961 , 1963) also attempted
to explairl the challgeS Of the resporlSeS Of the retinaュ ganglion cells of the cat with variatioll Of rise
or decay tlme Of the diffuse light coverlng the entire receptlVe field by the inter-inhibition between
the on一ccnter and the o肝center cells, which is not simple, as well as by the change of the ratio
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0f the excitatory Input tO the inhibitory one into the cell･
General Discussion
The present paper and the preceding one (Takiura, 2002) demonstrate high dependency of
the visual responses on theJemporal distribution of the stimulus luminance･ Such dependency lS
di鵬rent between two luminance polarities or the stimulus･ This ぬet shows that the temporal
integration characteristics of the on-channel differ Hom those of the off-channel･ The response of
the o什channel might be more robust for, or resistant to言he decrease in the temporal luminance
伊adient than the responses of the on-channel, since the rate of magnitude decrease of the
psychophysically-estimated visual response is smauer with the luminance decrement than with the
luminance increment･ Most of the response characteristics are almost independent of the stimulus
spatial dimension, of stimulus luminance level, or of the adapta,t10n level of the retina at least in
the range tested･
The discussions on the results described in each experiment reponed here have been made
on the assumption that the mashing cuⅣe is a psychophysical record of the neural response at the
relatively peripheral stage in the visual system･ This view was expressed at n着st by R･ M･ Boynton
(Boynton, 1958, 1972; Boynton 堤 Kandel, 1957; Boynton 皮 Sieg簡ed, 1962; Boynton 皮
Triedman, 1953十keda & Boynton, 1965), though it had been already suggested by H･ D･ Baker
(Baker, 1949, 1953工963; Baker, °oran 皮 Miller, 1959)･ It seems to have been the similarity or
the analogy (Teller, 1984) between the shape of the masking curve measured From the human
obseⅣer and the wavefbm of the photoreceptor potential or the ERG recordedをom the man or
animals that made Boynton hit this ideal But Boynton himself made no judgment on the accuracy
of the mashing cuⅣe with respect to the ``copy''of the wavefbrm of the neural response･
This doctrine was theoretically criticized for its simplicity hy Kelly (1972) that the probe
threshold is not determined by the output of the visual system for the mask alone but is determined
by the amplitude of the composite wavefbm of the impulse response to the brief probe pJse
superimposed upon the response wavefbrm fbr the mask with a delay･ There are also
psychophysical and physiologlCal experiments suggestlng the nonlinear relationships between the
variation of the probe threshold with the change of the delay and the output wavefo- for the
mask. Takiura (1997) obtained the result that the rate of the increase in the magnitude of the peak
value of the threshold overshoot is much larger than that in the duration of the incremental mask
with higher luminance, apparently showmg that, the temporal summation of the visual system is
larger than the complete summation fb∫ the higher luminance of the mask･ Such
``supersummation,''however, seems to be neurophysiologlCally unlikely'because it is believed
that the temporal summation is largest with the stimulus of qulte lower energy or at threshold･
Felsten and Wasserman (1 978工979) reponed that the physiologically-dete-ined photoreceptor
mashing cuⅣe of Limulus was not the exact copy of the photoreceptor response wavefb- fbr the
mask alone･ The log criterion intensity Of the probe superimposed upon the mask was nonlinearly
related to the amplitude of the neural response evoked by the mask alone･ Even if the criterion
intensity Of the probe is d鵬rent in respect of the absolute amplitude of the probe response
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between the neuophysiologlCal threshold for the L･imulus and the psychophysical incremental
threshold tor the human observer, the results obtained by Felsten and Wasserman (1978, 1979)
suggest that the amplitude of the neuronal response evoked by a mask is recorded as a
psychOphysically-detemined mashing cuⅣe in a more or less distoned manner･
There is also the problem whether the mashing cuⅣe with the decremental mask is the
psychophysically-recorded visual respoIISe in the equlValent way to that with tlle incremental
mask or.lt,t. It has been well established that the response of the on-channel is predomi,lan誼,I
the brief pulse of light as the probe used in the mashing experiment (Efron, 1973; I-･ee, Pokorny･
smith 皮 Kremers, 1994; Scheich & Kom, 1971i Serviere, Miceli & Califret, 1977), and that the
responses of the o†l- and the ot'f-channels are perfectly separated with the stimulus of the duration
longer tllan about 500 msec (K高ger 莱 Fischer, 1975; Mutlukan, Bradllam･ Kieting 氏 Damato･
1992･. Serviere, Miceli 堤 Califret, 1977･, Winters 皮 Walters, 1970)･ Thus言n our present
experiments, the iIICremental probe threshold at and near the onset of the incremental mask is
determined I)y the interaction between the responses evoked by the probe and the mask ill the
identical visual pathway, that is, in the on-channel, whereas with the decremental mask･ the probe
threshold is determined by the response interaction between the separate vislJal pathways巾lat is,
between the on- and the o什challnels.
The results with the other psychophysical paradigm besides the mashing of light hy light such
as the pattem mashing or the motion perception also shows the occunence of the interaction
between the on- and the off-Channels at stimulus transients (Anstis a Mather, 1985: Bowen, 1995,
1997; Bowell 堤 de Ridder, 1998; Bowen 皮 Wilson, 1994; Edwards 氏 Bad{…ck工99年SheCllter
皮 Hochstein, 1990). The interaction between the two responses evoked ill the separate visual
pathways may be more complicated than the response interaction within the same pathway by the
inter-pathway interaction as the reciprocal lateral inhibitioll (Singer & Creutzfeldt, 1970i Singer
氏 phillips, 1974). Moreover工he probe polarity is lbund to make relatively small but systematic
d雌rences in the shape Of the mashing cuⅣe under the stimulation condition of mashing of light
by light (DeMarco, Hushes a Purkiss, 2000; Snippe, Poot a van Hateren, 1998; Sperling, 1962;
Takahashi, 1977; Wo嶋on 皮 Graham, 2001) as well as the pattern mashing (Bowem 1995, 1997;
Bowerl 皮 de Ridder工998; Bowen 氏 Wilson工994)〟
lf the luminance decremental pulse is a more hvorable stimulus to the o距channel than to
the oll-Challnel as is suggested by the data of the human ERG (Hanitzsch, 1970) alld the human
VECP (Cornu a Blan°-Garin, 1980), such dependency of the shape of the curve on the probe
polarlty may be attributed to the d鵬rence in the shape alld the amplitude of the threshold
respoIISe between the incremental a,ld the decremental probe (Ikeda, 1965, Rashbass, 1970) as
well as to tlle d礁reIICe in the manner of response interaction between the probe and the mask･
so in order to assess the I｡eurOnal response evoked by the mask言t may be better to obtain the
mashing curve with the probe of the same luminance polarlty aS the mask than with the probe of
the OPPOSite luminancc slgn tO the mask･
In splte Of these imperfections, however, the mashing cuIVe Seems tO be a good
approximation of the wave form of the response of the underlying neurons･ and still to be a useful
tool to explore the temporal response characteristics of the visual system at relatively peripheral
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stage･ There arc relatively rev studies of the temporal vision that f'ound the high resemblance
betweer=he shape of the mashing cuⅣe and the respoIISe WaVefbrm of tlle relirlal llelIrOn
measured for the same stimulus (Coo-,A a Eijkman, 1972)I There are also few studies re,porting
the Close relatiorlShip betweell the mashing cuⅣe and the result oil the visual psycllOphysICal task
believed to tap the mechallism at the peripheral stage or at the retina obtailled urlder the same
stimulation condition as the disSrimination among the stimuli or equal er-Orgy (Takil,ra, 1 999), the
temporal resolution of the double pulse or light (Takiura, 2000), the simp一e reacti｡rl time
(Takiura, 1996b､ 199ec), or the instantaneous-durable judgment (Takiura, 1998)I Moreover,
there are the data of the mashing curve which may well explain the visua一 phenomella helieved
to originate仕om the retinal process as the temporal summatioll (BoylltOII 莱 Sieg航d, 1962;
Matsumura. 1975) Or the nonlinearity for dicker detection with lower frequencies (Takiura,
Takahashi 皮 MarlJyama, 1994)･
These suggest that fb∫ the brief pulse of light whose duratioll is about 50-70 mSCC Or Shorter,
the neuronal response is well estimated as the mashing curve言rTeSpeCtive of the direction of the
stimulus luminance change･ The brief stimulus evokes the nellrOnal response consisted only of the
transient component, and the prolonged stimulus evokes the neuronaI response consisted of the
transient component with its maximal magnitude followed by the sustained one (Baker,
Sanseverino, Lamane & Poggio, 1969; Galletti, Squatrito, Maioli 氏 Sanseveril10, 1 979)･ So it
seems to be reaso喜-able to consider the psychophysical maski1-g Cu…e tO be a good approximatioll
of the transient neuronal response at the retina･ For the psychophysICal mashing curve too, the
magnitude and the shape of the initial transient overshoot is known to be detcrmiIICd ill the nrst
50-70 msec of the incremental mask (Battersby & Wagman, 1959, see also Spelling, 1965;
Takiura. 1997) or of the decremental mask (Banderet & Payne, 1971; Ikeda 氏 Boyntonr 1965;
Takiura, 1995) with the abmpt luminance change･ In the study of Felsten and Wassermall (1979)
where the nolllinear relationship was polnted out betweeT- the magnitude (,川le OVerShoot or the
photoreceptor mashing cuⅣe and the amplitude of the photoreceptor potentia一 ｡f the 1.imulus, the
strong resemblance was also noticed between the whole shape of the photoreceptor potelltial alld
the photoreceptor mashing cuⅣC, We carl also血d the strong resemblance in the shape betweell
the human psychophysical masking cuⅣes and the neurophysiologlCal orleS Obtained for the
on-center unit of the cat retinal ganglion cell (Enroth-CugeII a Shapley, 1973; Saito a Fukada,
1975, 1986) or fb∫ the retinal on一〇紐cells of the amphibians (Copenhagen, 1975; Cordon &
Graham, 1973). Thus, we believe that it is appropriate to discuss the visual temporal response
characteristics of the earlier stages to the ramped as well as the Step-like stimuli based upoll the
shape of the maskillg CmVe in the present experiments･ Frisby (1979) called the pSyC810phySical
technique such as selective adaptation or aHereffects psycholog.st's microelectrode" for its
〟
use請ness in investlgatlng the co°ing of visual sensory infbmation in the humall brain･ A鮎r this
ter叫We may be able to call the technique of mashing of light by light "psycholog.st's
macroelectrode''in the sense of the psychophysical tool to record the time collrSe Of the respol-Se
of the neuronal populations in the human retina･
The on- and the o什channels are not clearly supposed to be tlle meChanisms determinlllg
the early light and dark adaptation dynamics in some of the recent stlJdies l⊥Slng the paradigm of
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the mashing of light by light a,ld ill the rec°.lt models of宜e ear一y adaptation (DeMarco･ Hughes
皮 purkiss, 20時Snippe, Poo一 皮 Van Hateren. 20時Wo惟on 堤 Graham 2000, 2001)言hough
supposed in others (Hood 莱 Graham. 1998; Hood. Graham, vo,- Wiegand 皮 Chase工997;
wilson, 1997). Our results strongly suggest that the processillg Of the luminance imrement and the
decrement is mediated by the 0-I- and the o肌hannels separately･
The x-wave, the on-response of the ERG to the photopl("timulus･ is found to decrease in
amplitude with the increase of the stimulus rise time (Bomschein工961工962b), which is in good
agreement with the present psychophysICal data or relatively poorer illtegration power of the visual
system fbr luminance energy with the incremental stimulus under the photoplC Stimulatiorl
condition. The b-wave㍉he scotople On-reSPOIISe Of the retinal bipolar cells言S, however, Constant
in amplitude as the rise time of the scotopic stimJus increases up to about 300 msec (Bartley 皮
Bishop, 1942; Bomschein言962a; Bornschein & Cu-lke1日956; Bornschein 皮 Schuben工953;
Ronchi 皮 Craz上 1956, see also Bornschein言961)〟 So. the psychophysical experiment with the
scotoplC Stimulation is expected to Yield the result that the power of the visual system of integrating
temporal luminance gradient is greater than that with the photoplC Stimulus･
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